ABSTRACT Graph-based methods have been widely adopted to detect salient objects in images. However, there are two limitations of these methods. First, only one kind of query is employed for saliency propagation on the graph. Second, these methods only represent pairwise relations between vertices and thus give an incomplete representation of the relationships between image regions. In this paper, we propose a foreground-and background-queries-based hypergraph optimization framework for salient region detection. In this framework, both foreground queries and background queries are explicitly exploited to uniformly highlight the salient foreground and suppress the non-salient background. Furthermore, to include both the pairwise and the higher-order relations among two or more vertices, a probabilistic hypergraph is constructed based on local spatial correlation, global spatial correlation, and color correlation to represent the relations among image regions from different views. Extensive experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed framework.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visual saliency detection has attracted a great deal of attention and achieved major progress during the past few years due to its application to computer vision tasks, including image compression [1] , image quality assessment [2] , image segmentation [3] , object recognition [4] , and content based image retrieval [5] - [7] .
The literature of visual saliency detection is vast [8] - [18] . It can be roughly categorized into unsupervised methods and supervised methods. While supervised methods are able to automatically combine various features and in general achieve better performance than unsupervised approaches, a large amount of sample data with pixel-wise ground truth annotations are needed and it is very expensive to carry out the training process. A fast saliency detection technique can be an important preprocessing step for many computer vision tasks.
In recent years, unsupervised graph-based saliency detection methods have gained much popularity. These methods model each input image as a graph and propagate saliency information via weighted edges of the graph connecting image regions. The graph-based saliency propagation approaches achieve competitive performances. At the same time, they do not require labor-intensive annotated samples and expensive training processes. However, there are two major limitations of these methods. Firstly, only one kind of query is explicitly employed in one optimization step. Since salient region detection aims to separate the salient object foreground from the non-salient background, both the foreground queries and the background queries are critical for the final saliency detection result. Secondly, representing the relations among image regions in a pairwise simple graph gives an incomplete representation of the image. It is important to consider not only the pairwise relation between two vertices but also local grouping information among two or more vertices [19] . These higher-order relations can be represented by a hypergraph, a generalization of a simple graph [20] . In a hypergraph, hyperedges are used to describe complex relations among any number of vertices.
In this work, we introduce a novel foreground-and background-queries-based hypergraph optimization framework to compute the saliency values (the likelihood belonging to the salient foreground) of different image regions for salient region detection. In the optimization framework we represent similarity relationships among image regions in multiple feature spaces and explicitly employ both the foreground queries and the background queries to uniformly highlight all of the salient regions and suppress the nonsalient background. These two kinds of queries are acquired based on a hypergraph-based ranking algorithm using the boundary prior of visual saliency and the local grouping information among multiple vertices.
Our second contribution is constructing a probabilistic hypergraph for an input image. In the proposed probabilistic hypergraph, vertices are defined as homogeneous regions in the input image and different correlations defined based on the distances between regions (in image space or feature space) are used to model local grouping information among various image regions and compute the probability that an vertex belongs to a hyperedge. The probabilistic hypergraph is constructed according to three different kinds of correlations: local spatial correlation, global spatial correlation, and color correlation, representing the relations among multiple vertices from different views through multiple types of hyperedges. According to local spatial correlation, each vertex in the hypergraph serves as the centroid for a local spatial hyperedge which connects the centroid vertex to its local spatial neighbors which share a boundary with the centroid vertex in the input image. According to global spatial correlation, each vertex serves as the centroid of a global spatial hyperedge which connects the centroid vertex to the global border vertices which are located on the four borders of the input image. Based on color correlation, each vertex serves as the centroid of a color hyperedge which connects the centroid vertex to its neighbors in the color space. In our work, the probability that a vertex belongs to a hyperedge is defined to be the similarity between this vertex and the corresponding centroid vertex of the hyperedge.
As we will demonstrate in experiments, the proposed hypergraph optimization framework outperforms state-ofthe-art methods on various databases. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: related works are introduced in Section II; the foreground-and background-queriesbased hypergraph optimization framework is described in Section III; Section IV describes how we construct a probabilistic hypergraph for an input image; Section V elaborates the method to acquire the foreground and background queries; Section VI illustrates our testing procedure and experimental comparison. Finally, the conclusion of the paper is made in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Our work is related to graph-based ranking methods as in [12] and [16] , hypergraph-based approaches as in [21] , boundary prior modeling as in [22] , and queries acquisition as in [12] .
A. SUPERVISED VS. UNSUPERVISED Unsupervised saliency detection methods [12] , [16] , [21] , [23] aim at separating the salient foreground objects from the non-salient background based on visual cues from the input image only. Various visual cues have been proven to be useful for salient region detection, including contrast [10] , background prior [24] , objectness [25] , etc. Without the need for training, unsupervised saliency detection methods can be conveniently integrated into various computer vision applications. By comparison, supervised methods [25] - [28] acquire knowledge from the pixel-wise ground truth annotations. Recent progress in deep learning methods show promising saliency detection results using supervised methods on public benchmark databases. However, it is very expensive to set up the learning framework, collect the hand-marked images and operate the training procedure.
B. GRAPH-BASED
In recent years, graph-based saliency detection methods have increased in popularity [12] - [16] , [18] . These methods do not need manually-annotated image samples and overcome a major flaw of classical pixel-level saliency detection methods: namely, these methods tend to highlight object boundaries instead of object interiors. Graph-based methods [12] - [16] , [18] employ a pairwise simple graph to represent the relationships between two image regions. In a simple graph, image regions are defined as vertices and two related vertices are connected by an edge, reflecting the similarity between regions. Yang et al. [12] propagate the saliency information first with background queries and then with foreground queries via a graph-based ranking algorithm. In this algorithm, a smoothness term is used to include the relations between pairs of vertices and a fitting term is used to constrain the result to be close to the queries. Gong et al. [14] propagate saliency information via the graph first to easilyclassified image regions and then to more ambiguous regions. Li et al. [22] improve the graph-based methods by generating pixel-wise saliency detection results based on a regularized random walk ranking algorithm. Zhang et al. [18] propose a salient object detection method which integrates simple graphs and incorporates a popular cognitive property about visual saliency, namely visual rarity, into the graph-based optimization framework. In the above graph-based methods, one kind of queries (foreground queries or background queries) is explicitly exploited in one step. 
C. HYPERGRAPH-BASED
Hypergraphs have been shown to be effective in computer vision applications [19] , [20] , [29] . Based on hypergraph, a ranking algorithm was proposed [20] for classification and further applied to image retrieval [19] . In the hypergraphbased ranking algorithm, a smoothness term includes the relations among multiple vertices and a fitting term constrains the final result to be close to the queries. Li et al. [21] has successfully adopted the hypergraph in the saliency detection field. In this work, binary hypergraphs at multiple scales are constructed for an input image using a clustering algorithm and describe the binary relations between vertices and hyperedges, i.e. whether a vertex is contained in a hyperedge. Li et al. then propose a hypergraph modeling approach to capture the contextual information of image regions and the final saliency map is essentially the mean of saliency detection results from multiple scales.
D. CENTER VS. BOUNDARY PRIOR
Human observers freely viewing natural scenes show a bias to attend to the center of the image [30] - [32] . Multiple works [32] - [34] have attempted to employ the central bias for saliency detection. This center prior helps when the salient objects are near the center of the input image. More recent saliency detection methods prefer to use a boundary prior, which assumes that pixels on the image boundaries are more likely to be part of the background. This boundary prior is more robust and effective than the center prior because the foreground object rarely intersects all four image borders. In the work of Yang et al. [12] , the image borders are chosen as the background queries to perform saliency propagation. Jiang et al. [35] choose the virtual boundary nodes as the absorbing nodes and formulate saliency detection in an image via an absorbing Markov chain.
III. FOREGROUND-AND BACKGROUND-QUERIES-BASED HYPERGRAPH OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK
Let V denote a finite set of vertices in a hypergraph. Let E denote a set of hyperedges, which is a family of subsets of V such that e∈E = V . A hypergraph can be represented by a |V | × |E| incidence matrix H (v i , e j ) where v i ∈ V is a vertex and e j ∈ E is a hyperedge.
If a vertex v i is contained in a hyperedge e j (i.e. v i ∈ e j ), then the corresponding incident value H (v i , e j ) equals to 1; otherwise, the incident value equals to 0. By this definition, the incidence matrix H indicates different hyperedges in a hypergraph and each column of the incidence matrix contains the composition information of a hyperedge.
The weights of different hyperedges can be recorded in a diagonal matrix W , where each hyperedge e has a positive weight W (e). Based on the incidence matrix H and the hyperedge weight matrix W , the degree of each vertex
, and the degree of each hyperedge D e (e j ) which is recorded in a diagonal matrix D e can be defined as
A ranking algorithm based on a hypergraph was proposed [20] for classification. In this algorithm, a smoothness term represents the relations among multiple vertices and a fitting term constrains the final classification result to be close to the queries. This hypergraph-based ranking algorithm is appropriate for the case where there is only one kind of specific queries, e.g. image retrieval [19] . However, salient region detection aims to separate the salient object foreground from the non-salient background. Thus, both the foreground queries and the background queries are vital for salient region detection in images.
In this paper, we propose a novel hypergraph-based optimization framework which considers both the foreground queries and the background queries to compute the saliency values (the likelihood belonging to the salient foreground) of different vertices for salient region detection. One goal of the proposed optimization framework is to group similar regions (parts of the same object or surface) and assign them to the same saliency class, which is accomplished by a smoothness term. Besides, the proposed optimization framework aims to make use of heuristics about the likelihood of different regions being foreground or background. This is accomplished by two terms which separately represent the foreground and background constraints. By considering the smoothness constraint, the foreground fitting constraint and the background fitting constraint, an optimal saliency vector S : V ⇒ R, which assigns a saliency value S(v i ) to each vertex v i can be computed.
In the term of the above optimization function, S(v i ) and S(v j ) are the saliency values of the vertices v i and v j respectively. H (v i , e k ) and H (v j , e k ) indicate whether v i and v j belong to the hyperedge e k . W (e k )/D e (e k ) can be interpreted as the normalized weight of the hyperedge e k . Thus, is a smoothness term which represents the smoothness constraint as it is defined in a hypergraph: if two vertices v i and v j are frequently members of the same hyperedge and these hyperedges have high weights, then v i and v j should have similar saliency values. This reflects the fact that nearby, similar-looking image regions are very likely to be parts of the same object or surface, and should therefore have the same saliency values. VOLUME 6, 2018 In the term , L f is the label of the salient foreground, which indicates the class of the salient foreground and is set to 1 in our paper. Q f (v i ) indicates whether the vertex v i is a salient foreground query: if v i is a salient foreground query, Q f (v i ) can be assigned a value of the probability to be a foreground query; otherwise, Q f (v i ) equals to 0. Thus, can be understood as a foreground fitting term, which encourages a vertex v i which is a foreground query to take a saliency value close to the foreground label.
Similarly, the term can be interpreted as a background fitting term. L b indicates the label of the non-salient background, which indicates the class of the non-salient background and is set to -1 in our paper. Q b (v i ) indicates whether the vertex v i is a background query: if v i is a background query, Q b (v i ) can be set to a value of the probability to be a background query; otherwise, Q b (v i ) equals to 0. Thus term encourages the saliency value of a vertex v i to be close to the label of the background if this vertex is a background query.
In this work, we obtain the foreground and background queries based on the boundary prior and similarity relationships among image regions in multiple feature spaces. It should be biased to mark regions dissimilar to the image borders as salient foreground queries and regions similar to the image borders as background queries. The implementation details can be seen in Section V.
In the above optimization function of Formula 2, λ f and λ b are the weighting parameters, which specify the relative balance of three terms: , and . By setting the derivative of the optimization function to be zero, the saliency values of different vertices can be calculated. The normalized saliency value of each vertex indicates the probability that the vertex belongs to the salient foreground.
From the result, we can see that there are two critical factors for our foreground-and background-queries-based hypergraph optimization framework in determining the final saliency values: the constructed hypergraph represented by the incidence matrix H and the hyperedge weight matrix W for the smoothness constraint term ; and the foreground queries Q f and the background queries Q b for the fitting constraint terms and . In Section IV, we explain how we construct the hypergraph based on multiple features for salient region detection. And in Section V, we describe how we compute the foreground queries Q f and the background queries Q b based on the boundary prior and our constructed hypergraph.
IV. PROBABILISTIC HYPERGRAPH CONSTRUCTION
In the work of Li et al. [21] , a binary hypergraph which models the binary relations between the vertices and the hyperedges is used to detect salient objects in images. However, the binary relations between the vertices and the hyperedges which treat all the vertices in a hyperedge equally is unable to represent information about similarity relationships within the hyperedge. In our work, we construct a probabilistic hypergraph which captures not only the binary relations but also the probability that a vertex belongs to a hyperedge to better capture the grouping information in an input image. If a vertex v i is contained in a hyperedge e j , the corresponding incident value H (v i , e j ) is equal to p(v i |e j ), i.e. the probability that v i belongs to e j ; otherwise, the incident value is 0.
We first employ the Simple Linear Iterative Clustering (SLIC) algorithm [36] to over-segment an input image I into n homogeneous superpixels, as in many previous graphbased salient object detection methods [12] , [14] , [22] , [37] . We define these homogeneous superpixels of an image as the vertices of our probabilistic hypergraph. In this work, the number of the superpixels in each image is set to 300. For each superpixel, we compute its mean in the CIELab color space and the image spatial coordinate space separately, producing a color feature and a spatial feature for each superpixel.
A. HYPEREDGES
In addition to the vertices, we need to identify the hyperedges and compute the probabilities that the vertices belong to these hyperedges to create a probabilistic hypergraph. The above information can be recorded in an incidence matrix H . In this paper, given a finite set of vertices V , we choose different hyperedges according to three kinds of correlations: local spatial correlation, global spatial correlation, and color correlation. For each vertex v i , three hyperedges are chosen: a local spatial hyperedge, which contains v i itself as a centroid vertex and its immediate spatial neighbors (vertices which share a boundary with the centroid vertex in the input image); a global spatial hyperedge, which contains v i as a centroid vertex and the global boundary vertices on the four borders of the input image; and a color hyperedge which contains v i as a centroid vertex and its neighbors in the CIELab color space. We further compute the probability that a contained vertex belongs to a hyperedge as the similarity between this vertex and the centroid vertex of the hyperedge.
Let R 1 , R 2 and R 3 denote the above three rules based on three feature correlations. We define a n * n adjacency matrix A: If two vertices v i and v j are spatially adjacent in the input image, then
In addition, let a n * n similarity matrix SIM encode the similarities between each pair of vertices and B ∈ V denote a list of boundary vertices on the four sides of the image. Then the hyperedge set E = {E 1 , E 2 , E 3 } and the corresponding incidence matrix H = [H 1 , H 2 , H 3 ] can be produced as follows:
The first rule enables the hypergraph to make use of the proximity of spatial neighbors. The second rule effectively utilizes the global spatial correlation. The third rule helps to group image regions with similar appearances into the same class, which is particularly useful in images with multiple salient objects or a single object with complex patterns. For the third rule, we use Euclidean distance to compute the color distance between two vertices D c (v, v ) and the parameter ε is set to 0.15 in our work. Our method to compute the similarity between two vertices is given in Section IV-C.
B. HYPEREDGE WEIGHTS
In addition to the hyperedges described by the incidence matrix H , the hyperedge weights in the diagonal matrix W are also important for salient region detection. For efficiency and simplification, we compute the hyperedge weights based on the constructed incidence matrix H and the similarity matrix SIM . The weight of each hyperedge w(e j ) is defined as follows.
In the above formula, v e j denotes the centroid vertex of the hyperedge e j . If all vertices contained in a hyperedge e j have a high probability to be part of the hyperedge and have a close similarity to the centroid vertex, this hyperedge has high inner group similarity and thus should be assigned a high weight; otherwise, this hyperedge should be assigned a low weight.
C. SIMILARITY MATRIX
The n * n matrix SIM used in Formula 5 and Formula 6 indicates the similarity between each pair of the vertices. In this work, we compute this matrix based on both the color distance and the spatial distance between pairs of vertices.
The parameter ρ balances the weights of the color distance and the spatial distance. A larger ρ will put more emphasis on the color distance. The scale parameter σ controls the strength of the combined distance. If σ has a small value, only vertices with close color features and spatial positions would make a contribution. If σ has a larger value, then vertices with larger distances would also have a strong influence on each other. The parameters ρ and σ are set as 0. 35 
In the above formula, x i and y i represent the horizontal and vertical image coordinates of a vertex v i , which have been normalized to be in the range [0, 1]. Experimental comparisons in previous work [38] have shown that the sine spatial distance helps to uniformly suppress the non-salient background.
V. FOREGROUND AND BACKGROUND QUERIES ACQUISITION
In this section, we describe how we obtain the foreground and background queries using the boundary prior and our constructed hypergraph. According to the boundary prior, the vertices on the four borders of the image are very likely to be part of the background. We use each of the four image sides as the initial background queries separately to get four background maps based on the following hypergraph-based ranking algorithm.
In the above formula, O(v i ) indicates whether a vertex v i is an initial background query which is on one of the four image borders. If a vertex v i is on the image border, O(v i ) = 1 indicating that this vertex is a background vertex; otherwise, O(v i ) = 0. Each of the four background maps is computed based on the smoothness constraint defined by our constructed hypergraph and one of the image borders. By setting the derivative of the above formula to be zero, the background map can be computed as:
According to Formula 10, the vertices which have the smoothness constraint with the image borders would have a value close to 1, and otherwise would have a value close to 0. Using the four image boundary sides (O top , O down , O left and O right ) separately, we can create four background maps (B top , B down , B left and B right ). We then combine them to get an initial saliency map based on the following formula.
In this formula, we use node multiplication to combine different background maps. The final foreground queries and VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 1. Diagram of our foreground-and background-queries-based hypergraph optimization method for salient region detection. The original image is first over-segmented into superpixels, which are the vertices of our probabilistic hypergraph. Each vertex forms hyperedges based on local spatial correlation, global spatial correlation and color correlation. In the diagram, the centroid vertex of a hyperedge is marked with a small red star. Each of the four image borders is set as the initial background queries separately to get four background maps. An initial saliency map is obtained by combining these background maps and then further thresholded to get the final foreground queries and background queries. Both the probabilistic hypergraph and the queries are incorporated into the hypergraph optimization framework to detect salient objects.
background queries are obtained from this initial result T using different thresholds th f and th b :
If a vertex v i has a value T (v i ) ≥ th f , then this vertex is a foreground query and the probability to be a foreground query is set as T (v i ). If a vertex v i has a value T (v i ) ≤ th b , this vertex is a background query and the corresponding probability is set as 1 − T (v i ). The complete procedure of our proposed foreground-and background-queries-based hypergraph optimization framework for salient region detection is summarized in Algorithm 1 and Figure 1 .
VI. EXPERIMENTAL COMPARISON A. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 1) DATABASES
We evaluate the performance of our framework on five public databases: MSRA10K [10] , ECSSD [39] , SOD [40] , iCoseg [41] and PASCAL-S [42] . The MSRA10K database contains 10,000 images with a variety of image contents. Most of the images have a single salient object. The ECSSD (Extended Complex Scene Saliency Database) contains 1,000 natural images with complex foreground and background patterns. The iCoseg database contains 643 images and many of them contain multiple foreground objects. The SOD database contains 300 challenging images, originally from the Berkeley segmentation database [43] . In the SOD database, many images contain multiple foreground objects and complex patterns. The PASCAL-S database contains 850 natural images with object masks labeled by 12 subjects. We threshold the masks at 0.5 to obtain binary ground truth as suggested by [42] .
2) EVALUATION CRITERIA
We evaluate performance using precision-recall (PR) curves [44] , max F-measure [45] and S-measure [46] . The precision-recall curve of a saliency map is computed by converting a continuous saliency map to a binary map using each threshold in the range [0:1:255] and comparing this binary map against the ground truth. The precision-recall curve of a database is obtained by averaging the precisionrecall values over saliency maps of all images in the database. As a measure of overall performance, we also report the max F-measure values on different databases. The F-measure is defined as
, where β 2 is set to 0.3. We report the maximum F-measure calculated from all precision-recall pairs as suggested in [45] . Since human visual system is highly sensitive to the structures in image Algorithm 1 Foreground-and Background-Queries-Based Hypergraph Optimization Framework for Salient Region Detection Input: An image and required parameters.
1. Construct a probabilistic hypergraph based on local spatial correlation, global spatial correlation and color correlation: Choose hyperedges and compute the probability that a vertex belongs to a hyperedge according to Formula 5 to get the hyperedge set E and an incident matrix H ; Compute the hyperedge weights according to Formula 6 to get a hyperedge weight matrix W . The similarity matrix SIM which is used for the incident matrix H and the hyperedge weight matrix W can be computed according to Formula 7 and Formula 8.
2. Set each of the four image borders as the initial background queries separately to get four background maps based on Formula 10. Combine them to get the initial saliency map based on Formula 11. The final foreground queries and the final background queries are then obtained from this initial saliency detection result using two thresholds separately based on Formula 12 and Formula 13. 3. Compute the final saliency result by Formula 3 according to the constructed probabilistic hypergraph, the final foreground queries, and the final background queries. Output: A saliency map.
scenes, in this paper we also report the S-measure metric which puts more emphasis on the region-aware and objectaware structural similarity between a saliency map and the ground truth. The implementation detail of S-measure can be found in Fan et al.'s work [46] .
3) PARAMETER SETUP
We choose parameter empirically. The weights λ f and λ b in Formula 3 are set to 0.05 and 0.1, respectively. The weight α in Formula 10 is set to 0.2. The thresholds th f and th b in Formula 12 and Formula 13 are empirically chosen, th f = 0.2 and th b = 0.5, for all the experiments. Our method is implemented using Matlab on a computer with Intel Core i7-4790 3.6 GHz CPU and 8GB RAM.
B. QUANTITATIVE COMPARISON
We compare our method (HO2) against twenty-one recent methods, including GB [8] , FT [9] , MSS [47] , CB [11] , HC [10] , RC [10] , GS [24] , SF [48] , AM [35] , GR [12] , HM [21] , HS [39] , BD [13] , BSCA [49] , CL [14] , GP [15] , RRWR [22] , PM [16] , MST [17] , GF [18] as well as a preliminary version of our method HO1 [50] . CL, GP, PM and RRWR are the latest graph-based methods. HM is the previous hypergraph-based method. For fair comparison, we use the implementations provided by the authors.
1) MSRA10K
Figure 2 (a) compares our method with state-of-the-art methods using precision-recall curves on the MSRA10K database where most images contain one salient object. Recent graphbased methods, e.g. PM, RRWR, GP, BD, GR and AM show competitive performance. However, the proposed method outperforms these methods which demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach. HM is a hypergraph-based model, but the algorithms proposed by HM and our method are quite different. For one thing, HM constructs a binary hypergraph based on a clustering algorithm while our method constructs a probabilistic hypergraph based on three correlations: local spatial correlation, global spatial correlation and color correlation. In addition, HM detects the salient region using a hypergraph modeling algorithm which is essentially the average of saliency detection maps from different image scales, while in this work we propose a novel foreground-and background-queries-based hypergraph optimization framework. The quantitative comparison with PR curves demonstrates that our method outperforms HM by a large margin on MSRA10K database. The max F-measure values of different methods on MSRA10K database is shown in Table 1 . As we can see, our method has the largest max F-measure value, which demonstrates that our method gives the best overall performance when considering both precision and recall values. The S-measure values of different methods in Table 2 further demonstrate that our method can better extract the region-aware and object-aware structures of the salient objects on the MSRA10K database.
2) ECSSD
We further evaluate our method on the ECSSD database which contains various images with complex foreground and background patterns, shown in Figure 2 (b), Table 1, and  Table 2 . The performances of different methods as measured by PR curves, max F-measure and S-measure are slightly lower in comparison to the MSRA10K database. This indicates that it is harder to detect salient objects in complex images. However, the proposed method outperforms other state-of-the-art methods, demonstrating that the proposed hypergraph-based optimization framework and the usage of both the foreground queries and the background queries helps to detect salient foreground objects in complex natural images.
3) ICOSEG
The iCoseg database contains a number of images with multiple salient objects. The performance comparison in Figure 2 (c), Table 1 , and Table 2 shows that the proposed method outperforms other methods. It demonstrates that the proposed foreground-queries-and background-queries-based optimization framework and the construction of the probabilistic hypergraph can help to detect multiple salient objects in images. 
4) SOD
The SOD database is a difficult saliency detection database, which contains a number of natural images with multiple salient objects and complex patterns. Figure 2 (d) shows that our method can better detect salient objects in challenging images with higher precision and recall values. Furthermore, our method improves on the maximum F-measure achieved by the state-of-the-art methods, shown in Table 1 . demonstrates that the proposed method outperforms other methods by better extracting the structures of the salient objects.
5) PASCAL-S
We also compare different methods on the PASCAL-S database, which contains various natural images with the ground truth labeled by 12 subjects. The quantitative comparison in Figure 2 (e), Table 1 , and Table 2 demonstrates that our method outperforms other salient object detection methods on the PASCAL-S database in terms of higher precisionrecall values, max F-measure and S-measure.
The proposed method HO2 also consistently outperforms the preliminary version of this method HO1 [50] on the above five databases as shown by the precision-recall curves, max F-measure and S-measure in Figure 2 and Table 3 . This is because the proposed method HO2 improves on the preliminary version's methods for acquiring the foreground and background queries and constructing the probabilistic hypergraph [50] . 
C. VISUAL COMPARISON
We present a few saliency maps generated by our method as well as other representative methods, including graph-based methods(PM [16] , RRWR [22] , GP [15] , CL [14] , BD [13] , GR [12] , AM [35] and GB [8] ) and a hypergraph-based method (HM [21] ), for visual comparison in Figure 3 .
Representative images have been chosen to highlight the differences between different methods. The first and second images have low contrast between the foreground object and the background. Most other methods only detect part of the foreground while our method can uniformly highlight the entire salient object. The third image has a complex background. Many other methods wrongly highlight a portion of the background, but our method can suppress the background because we introduce the background queries in our hypergraph optimization framework in addition to the foreground queries, which can help to inhibit the image background. The forth and fifth images show salient objects which intersect the image boundaries. Most methods cannot highlight the foreground regions near the image borders. Our method can highlight the whole foreground object due to the constructed probabilistic hypergraph based on local spatial correlation, global spatial correlation and color correlation, which can better represent the grouping information in the image. When there are multiple disconnected salient objects in an image (last image), our method can uniformly highlight all of the salient objects and largely suppress the background while some methods detect only part of the salient objects or wrongly highlight the background. The major reason why our method works better is that we construct a probabilistic hypergraph based on three different correlations in the proposed method, which can help to detect all the salient regions even when they are not contiguous. In short, the proposed foreground-and background-queriesbased probabilistic hypergraph optimization framework generates more accurate saliency maps, which highlight more of the salient objects with less noise in a variety of challenging cases.
D. EXAMINATION OF DESIGN OPTIONS
We examine different design options on the ECSSD database, shown in Figure 4 . We first examine the major innovations of our proposed method in Figure 4 (a). The green full curve and the black full curve show the performances of the graph-based ranking framework with only foreground queries and the hypergraph-based ranking framework with only foreground queries. The green dashed curve and the black dashed curve represent the performances of the graph-based ranking framework with only background queries and the hypergraph-based ranking framework with only background queries. Both the comparisons between the graph-based ranking framework and the hypergraph-based ranking framework with only foreground queries and with only background queries demonstrate that the hypergraph is helpful for detecting salient regions in images. The red curve shows the performance of the final output using the proposed hypergraph optimization framework with both the foreground queries and the background queries. The complete method outperforms the methods with only foreground queries and with only background queries, which demonstrates that including both the foreground queries and the background queries can help to uniformly highlight the salient foreground and suppress the background. Based on the above observations, both the hypergraph and the inclusion of two kinds of queries in our optimization framework contribute to the overall performance.
We further compare the performances of this method using different hypergraphs based on various subsets of features (local spatial correlation, global spatial correlation, and color correlation) in Figure 4 (b) . Hypergraphs which use only one of these three features have the lowest performance. Hypergraph which use two of the three features perform somewhat better, while the complete method based on all three kinds of correlations gives the best performance. This demonstrates that local spatial correlation, global spatial correlation and color correlation are all helpful for salient region detection.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this work, we present a novel foreground-and backgroundqueries-based hypergraph optimization framework for salient region detection. Unlike the traditional graph-based method, we construct a probabilistic hypergraph based on local spatial correlation, global spatial correlation, and color correlation to include both the pairwise and the higher-order relations among two or more vertices. Furthermore, both foreground queries and background queries are explicitly exploited in the optimization framework to uniformly highlight the salient foreground and suppress the non-salient background. An extensive experimental evaluation demonstrates the effectiveness of our method on five representative saliency databases.
APPENDIX A CALCULATE THE SOLUTION OF FORMULA 2
The optimization function F(S) of Formula 2 is:
The derivative of the above optimization function is:
Set the derivative to be zero and the optimal S can be computed:
APPENDIX B CALCULATE THE SOLUTION OF FORMULA 9
The optimization function F(B) of Formula 9 is: 
